
 
 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

SEAMS STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 
May 1, 2013 

Airport Hilton, Kansas City, MO 

• Summary of Action Items • 
 

1. SPP staff will contact representatives of Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) about presenting their 
seams issues to the SSC. 

2. SPP staff will schedule a web conference for the SSC to edit SPP’s proposed edits to the CMP 
Appendix G language. 

3. SPP staff will discuss with AECI the impacts of FERC’s order to NorthWestern on Order 1000. 
4. SPP staff will distribute draft JOA language to incorporate Market-to-Market coordination 

provisions in the SPP-MISO JOA. 
  



 
 
 

Southwest Power Pool 

SEAMS STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 
May 1, 2013 

Airport Hilton, Kansas City, MO 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
Seams Steering Committee (SSC) Chair Paul Malone, NPPD, called the meeting to order at 
approximately 8:55am. The SSC members who were in attendance in person or on the phone: 

Paul Malone, NPPD 
Richard Ross, AEP 
Bary Warren, Empire 
Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield 
Chris Standifer, KCPL 
Roy Boyer, SPS 
Ollie Burke, Entergy 
David Kelley, SPP Staff Secretary 
 

Kip Fox, AEP, held a proxy for Richard Ross, AEP, for the times when Richard Ross was not in 
attendance.  
 
The April minutes were reviewed and no changes were made. Mr. Fox moved to approve the April 
minutes. Bary Warren, Empire, seconded the motion. The motion was approved unanimously. 
 
The action item list was reviewed with no changes being made at the beginning of the meeting. 
 
Background materials for this meeting can be found on the SPP website at: 
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=1799&pageID=27 

Agenda Item 2 – Order 1000 Update 
A)   Interregional Project Definition 
Chair Malone led the discussion over what type of project can qualify as an interregional project, which 
would then allow that project to qualify for highway cost allocation as approved by the SPP Regional 
State Committee (RSC). The current definition of an interregional project requires that it be approved 
through the Order 1000 compliant interregional evaluation process. This would preclude, among others, 
projects that are approved through SPP’s Joint Operating Agreements (JOAs) with WAPA or AECI from 
qualifying for highway cost allocation unless they met the highway voltage requirement. 
 
Mr. Warren stated that what the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) and the Regional 
Tariff Working Group (RTWG) approved was a reasonable approach though it was not necessarily the 
intent of the SSC. He continued by stating that SPP is running into these issues because of how some of 
SPP’s neighbors are defining their planning region. The SSC and SPP stakeholders need input from the 
RSC and the Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG) on what their intent was when approving the cost 
allocation methodology. 
 
Dennis Reed, Westar, stated that this topic should be brought up again to see if there is support for it in 
other SPP stakeholder groups. Sam Loudenslager, SPP, brought up that a waiver option was previously 
suggested at the CAWG. Adam McKinnie, Missouri Public Service Commission, replied that while it was 
discussed, and some states, notably Texas and Kansas, supported that approach, it would most likely not 
receive wide-spread support. 

http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=1799&pageID=27


 
 
 

Roy Boyer, Xcel Energy, said that it seems like the SSC is suddenly changing course from their original 
position. Xcel disagrees with changing the approved cost allocation methodology that requires projects to 
be approved through the Order 1000 interregional planning process in order to qualify for highway 
funding. The issue being discussed is about whether or not a project can be approved and constructed, it 
is about wanting to highway cost allocate the project. 
 
Mr. Fox moved that “a Tariff Revision Request (TRR) addressing the cost allocation approved in 
the SSC White Paper, ‘Cost Allocation Principles for Seams Transmission Expansion Projects’, be 
developed to include projects on the seams that are not included in the Interregional Projects, but 
are identified by the Transmission Provider.” Mr. Warren seconded the motion. During the discussion 
of the motion Mr. Fox committed to making the first draft of the TRR. All SSC members in attendance 
voted for the motion except for Mr. Boyer. Mr. Boyer stated that “Xcel opposes the motion because it is 
obligated to oppose anything that does not benefit the rate payers in New Mexico.” The motion passed. 
 
B)   FERC Decisions on Regional Filings 
Mr. Loudenslager reviewed FERC’s responses regarding the compliance filings of multiple planning 
regions for regional compliance with FERC Order 1000. Specifically, Mr. Loudenslager focused on items 
that were applicable to SPP and which could impact interregional filings with neighboring planning 
regions. As of the May SSC meeting, FERC has responded to the compliance filings of the following 
planning regions: MISO, PJM, WestConnect, Duke/Alcoa, Maine Public Service Company, MAPP, 
NYISO, CAISO, and South Carolina. Orders for SPP, SERTP, ISO-NE, Florida, Northern Tier 
Transmission Group, and Columbia Grid are still outstanding. 
 
One of the main issues of interest to SPP was FERC’s response to MISO regarding removing reliability 
projects from regional cost allocation. MISO’s rationale for not including reliability projects in the 
interregional process is based on their regional proposal to maintain a Right-of-First-Refusal (ROF) for 
reliability projects. FERC accepted MISO’s request to remove reliability projects from regional cost 
allocation. The result is that MISO will continue to propose that reliability projects will not be considered 
for interregional cost allocation. 
 
Another item of significance was FERC’s ruling on the MAPP planning region, and specifically their cost 
allocation. FERC ruled that MAPP’s proposal to use only project replacement as a metric for cost 
allocation does not satisfy Cost Allocation Principle 1, that costs be allocated commensurate with 
benefits. FERC stated that project replacement does not capture enough of the benefits of a transmission 
project. Using production cost as an example, FERC stated that additional metrics must be used when 
evaluating projects that have benefits in addition to reliability. However, for reliability projects FERC did 
state that using only the project replacement metric would satisfy Cost Allocation Principle 1. 
 
Since the current proposal for interregional compliance for the SPP-MAPP seam also relies solely on the 
project replacement metric, it is presumed that this proposal will also be rejected by FERC. SPP has 
approached MAPP staff about what their process is for developing additional metrics in response to 
FERC’s order. MAPP is still in the process of evaluating the order and will work with SPP if a new metric 
is developed in the MAPP region that can also be utilized in the MAPP-SPP interregional process. 
 
C) SPP-MISO CMP Appendix G 
David Kelley, SPP, discussed updates needed to the JOA to incorporate how to allocate additional 
transmission capacity for purposes of selling transmission service and managing congestion from new 
interregional facilities. MISO has proposed language currently included in Appendix G of the CMP 
contained in the MISO-PJM JOA. A redlined version of this language was included in the SSC 
background materials. The SSC reviewed the language and suggested some edits. In addition the SSC 
asked that a conference call be scheduled to focus specifically on this language. This call was scheduled 
for Friday, May 10 from 8:30 – 10:00. 



 
 
 

D) SERTP – SPP Straw Man 
Brett Hooton, SPP, reviewed the status of interregional Order 1000 compliance with the Southeastern 
Regional Transmission Planning region (SERTP). SPP staff worked with representatives of the SERTP to 
develop a draft straw man that outlines interregional coordination procedures and cost allocation. The 
current straw man is a minimalistic approach to meeting the requirements of Order 1000 and is not 
consistent with the SPP policy paper. Currently SPP and SERTP disagree on what types of projects can 
qualify for interregional cost allocation. The SERTP proposes limiting these projects to those that are 
greater than 300 kV and over 100 miles.  
 
FERC’s response to MAPP’s regional Order 1000 is an indicator as to the response the SERTP can 
expect from FERC. The SERTP’s regional filing was similar to MAPP’s in that it relied solely on the 
project replacement or deferral metric for purposes of regional cost allocation. The SERTP has stated that 
until they are informed otherwise by FERC, they will assume their regional proposal will be accepted and 
this will guide their interregional proposal. 
 
Mr. Warren asked SPP to approach AECI and discuss that in light of FERC’s response to the MAPP 
proposal, and the likely response to the SERTP proposal, does AECI plan to still participate in the 
SERTP. SPP staff committed to discussing Order 1000 with AECI. 
 
E) Regional Review Process Development 
Mr. Hooton informed the SSC that work on developing the regional review methodology is starting. This 
methodology will be reviewed by the Transmission Working Group (TWG), Economic Studies Working 
Group (ESWG), and SSC. The goal is to have the first draft to the MOPC in October. 

Agenda Item 3 – SPP-MISO Seams Efforts 

A) Market Flow Calculation Update 
Mr. Kelley began the discussion by stating that SPP and MISO are working with OATI to evaluate all 
options including MISO’s current calculation formula, MISO’s proposed new formula, SPP’s formula, and 
SPP’s proposed enhancements to MISO’s new formula. 
 
Zak Joundi, MISO, presented MISO’s analysis of their market flow calculations and their proposed 
enhancement to account for import transactions Mr. Joundi presented data which shows the differences 
in results between MISO’s original market flow calculations and the updated version accounting for 
market flow impacts. The enhancement to account for import transactions is scheduled to be placed into 
production in mid-June. 
 
Roy Boyer, Xcel, asked to clarify if MISO’s original calculation benefited MISO. MISO responded that the 
enhancements proposed by MISO typically show that the original calculation underestimated MISO’s 
impact on the market flow. 
 
B) May 17 Joint Stakeholder Meeting 
Mr. Kelley discussed the upcoming SPP-MISO Joint Stakeholder Meeting on May 17 in St. Louis, MO. 
The meeting will review the items currently under dispute between SPP and MISO. 
 
C) NERC Operating Committee Activities 
Mr. Kelley informed the SSC of the ongoing activities at the NERC Operating Committee (NERC OC) 
involving the Entergy transition into the MISO Balancing Authority. The NERC OC rejected MISO’s initial 
reliability plan, and there is an ongoing study MISO is coordinating involving the impacting parties to 
identify additional coordinated flowgates that could be used to manage congestion. 

Agenda Item 4 – 3rd Party Impacts from ATSS and GI Processes 
Chair Malone led the discussion on SPP’s role in facilitating coordination regarding 3rd Party Impacts in 
the transmission studies and generation interconnection processes. Mr. Kelley suggested that SPP staff 



 
 
 

needs clear direction on how stakeholders would like SPP to facilitate that coordination. Chair Malone 
stated that he would set up a task force to develop a recommendation. Mr. Warren volunteered for the 
task force but stated that he would be unable to chair the task force. Chair Malone will assign members to 
the task force before the June SSC meeting. 

Agenda Item 5 – IDC Association 
Don Shipley, SPP, provided an update on the IDC Association (IDC). Mr. Shipley will be the SPP 
representative on the IDC. The IDC will meet before the June SSC meeting. Chair Malone asked that Mr. 
Shipley suggest to the IDC that the meetings should be open meetings to increase transparency. Mr. 
Shipley will provide an update at the June SSC meeting. 

Agenda Item 6 – Non-Order 1000 CMP Appendix G Enhancements 
Jason Davis, SPP, presented additional proposed edits to Appendix G of the CMP to address ambiguities 
in what evidence must be provided in order for flowgate allocation adjustments to be made as a result of 
new transmission facilities associated with new Designated Network Resources (DNR’s) or new firm 
transmission service.  The suggested additions require the entity requesting allocation adjustments to 
present studies that ensure deliverability of new DNR and provides some criteria as to how the 
deliverability study should be performed.  The SSC indicated general support for the concepts presented 
in the language and requested SPP staff to continue pursuing the changes through the CMP revision 
process. 

Agenda Item 8 – Upcoming Seams Meetings 
The following upcoming seams meetings were discussed: 

• May 17: SPP-MISO meeting on JOA enhancements 
• June 21: SPP-AECI JOA meeting in Little Rock 

Agenda Item 9 – Review of Action Items 
The following action items were recorded: 

• Contact TVA to present at the SSC 
• Schedule SSC call to edit the CMP Appendix G language 
• Discuss with AECI the impacts of FERC’s order to NorthWestern 
• Distribute draft JOA language to include Market-to-Market with MISO 

 Agenda Item 10 – Discussion of Future Meetings 
The next SSC meeting will be on June 5 in Dallas, TX. 
 

• June 5: SSC face-to-face in Dallas, TX (Register) 
• July 1: SSC web conference (Register) 

 
Meeting dates and times are subject to change. Participants can register for any of the SSC meetings on 
the SPP website: http://www.spp.org/committee_detail.asp?commID=96 

Adjournment 
Chair Malone adjourned the meeting at approximately 3:00pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
David Kelley 
Secretary 

http://www.spp.org/event_register2.asp?oID=4698
http://www.spp.org/event_register2.asp?oID=4685
http://www.spp.org/committee_detail.asp?commID=96
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Attend Status First Name Last Name Position Company

X M Paul Malone Chairman Nebraska Public Power District

X M Bary Warren Vice-Chair The Empire District Electric Company

X M Richard Ross Member American Electric Power

X M Jeff Knottek Member City Utilities of Springfield, Misssouri

M Jacob Langthorn, IV Member OG+E Electric Services

X M Christopher Standifer Member Kansas City Power and Light

M Keith Tynes Member East Texas Cooperatives

X M Oliver Burke Member Entergy Services, Inc.

x S David Kelley Staff Secretary Southwest Power Pool

X S Brett Hooton Southwest Power Pool

X G Dennis Reed Westar

X G Roy Boyer Xcel Energy

X G Barry Huddleston Clean Line Energy

x G Kip Fox American Electric Power

X G Adam McKinnie MO PSC

X S Jason Davis Southwest Power Pool
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X S Sam Loudenslager Southwest Power Pool

x G Blaine Erhardt Basin Electric

x G Jim Flucke Kansas City Power and Light

x G Chris McGeeney Associated Electric Cooperative

x S Brenda Fite Southwest Power Pool

x S Eddie Filat Southwest Power Pool

x G Tony Hunziker MISO

X G Bruce Cude Xcel Energy

x G Jeremiah Donor MISO

x G Kevin Szarkowski Basin Electric

x G Dan Lenihan OPPD

x G Steve Gaw Wind Coalition

x G Robert Shields Arkansas Electric

x G Zak Joundi MISO
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